StormVoid™ is a construction product that supports liquid concrete under beams, walls, and slabs. It is ideal for use in wet soil conditions during periods of inclement weather. It can be confidently used to create the specified void space when unexpected weather would otherwise prevent the installation of traditional corrugated paper carton void forms.

**KEY CHARACTERISTICS**

- **StormVoid™** creates space between structural concrete and expansive soil to eliminate costly damage caused by uplift pressures.

- The vertical interior supports are designed to bend before uplifting soil pressure can apply damaging stress.

- The wax-coated exterior cover contains the waterproof supporting interior, creating a complete, assembled unit that is easy to handle and install.

- This innovative product can be used with confidence during periods of inclement weather when other carton void form materials could be at risk.

- **StormVoid™** is designed to support specific weight loads under liquid concrete and steel when placed on stable soil that is submerged in water.

- **StormVoid™** eliminates the fear of having to replace large amounts of carton void forms that have been saturated by a sudden downpour.